If you aren’t afraid of the truth:

Listen to and share a series of social media dispatches from Bob Avakian (BA), the revolutionary leader who has brought forward the new communism.

A REAL REVOLUTION: for a radically new system

BA is coming to you straight up, bringing truth the powers-that-be don’t want you to have—truth you need to know—the truth about the revolution we need now: Why is revolution necessary? Why and how is it actually possible—not in some far off time, but right in this time—with society being ripped apart and the rulers more sharply divided than they’ve been since the Civil War? Could we really win? What is this revolution aiming for?

Because: If you don’t understand why we need a revolution, and how that revolution could be possible, then you don’t know what you need to know.

Go to and share:

@BobAvakianOfficial
Bob Avakian is completely different than all the capitalist “leaders” who can’t see, and won’t look, beyond the confines of this horrific system. He is hard-core for revolution, with a largeness of mind, generosity of spirit, and lively sense of humor—which shines through in these Interviews.

WATCH ● SPREAD